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Foam rolling is a vastly popular tool used by athletes across all genres for recovery. It attempts to 
bring the benefits experienced with massage into your home using a simple and cost effective tool. 
Foam rolling falls underneath an umbrella term called myofascial techniques. These techniques aim 
to manipulate the environment under the skin, specifically the muscle (myo) and fascia, claiming that 
tightness is rooted in improper sliding between the two. That being said, the effects of foam rolling 
extend beyond these two tissues and can include skin, extracellular fluid, blood flow and the nervous 
system. Other myofascial techniques include massage, graston/scraping, cupping, and cross friction 
massage.  
 
Ultimately foam rolling and other myofascial techniques are used to improve flexibility and limit 
delayed onset muscle soreness (DOMS). To a certain degree, it achieves this goal, but most likely 
due to other mechanisms than originally proposed. There are two main ways of looking at the 
mechanisms of foam rolling: biomechanical and neurophysiological (nervous system).  
 
Proposed biomechanical models are primarily aimed at the fascia itself. Fascia has been defined in 
many ways. In a very basic sense, however, fascia is a collagen based layer that surrounds muscles 
and organs. It’s the thin sheath that you can see on raw chicken. It has roles in transmitting forces as 
well as organizing the body into separate compartments [Beardsley 2015]. Some of the proposed 
mechanisms of foam rolling on fascia are listed in table 1. 
 
Table 1: Proposed biomechanical models [Beardsley 2015] 
 

Models Definition Evidence? 

Thixotropy Adding stress/pressure will lead to 
less viscosity → increased 
movement 

The amount of stress needed to 
create viscous change is beyond 
what human skin could withstand 

Piezoelectricity Adding stress/pressure will cause 
electric changes and alter fibroblast 
and fibroclast activity 

Changes are seen too quick 
(90-120s) 

Fascial adhesions Pressure can break up adhesions 
that are causing reduced sliding 
between muscle, fascia and skin 

The amount of stress needed to 
break adhesions is beyond what 
human skin could withstand 

Fluid flow Compressing fascia exudes water 
altering its stiffness 

NA 

Fascia 
inflammation 

Compression alters blood flow and 
reduces inflammation 

Reduced vascular stiffness 

Trigger points Altered acetylcholine release at 
motor end plates 

Clinicians aren’t reliable at identifying 
locations of trigger points 
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As depicted in table 1, many of these models have been brought to question with increased blood 
flow being the most viable. Therefore, that leaves us with neurophysiological models. The golgi 
tendon organ model in Table 2 is equally questionable, but the mechanoreceptor model does 
provide promise. 
 
Table 2: Proposed neurophysiological models [Beardsley 2015] 
 

Model Definition Evidence 

Golgi tendon organ 
(GTO) arc 

Putting GTOs on prolonged 
stretch leads to muscle 
inhibition. 

Seems that muscles have to be active  

Mechanoreceptors Ruffini and Pacini corpuscles 
respond to compression and 
lead to  

H-reflex inhibition, reduced peak force 
post foam roll, bilateral improvements 
[Kelly 2016]. 

 
A study by Shane Kelly on ankle range of motion and foam rolling adds interesting data to this 
debate. In the study, they had volunteers foam roll only one of their calfs. They then measured the 
flexibility of the calf they foam rolled as well as the opposite and found improvements in both. This 
provides strong evidence towards the idea that the nervous system is the primary actor, and a local 
action such as foam rolling the left calf can have widespread effects throughout the body. Likewise 
these changes only lasted for 20-30 minutes (max) prior to returning to previous measures [Kelly 
2016]. 
 
Similarly, unlike the biomechanical model, the neurophysiological model provides a better picture on 
how foam rolling could reduce soreness. Soreness is a form of pain, primarily a result of 
inflammation due to microdamage in tissue. That being said, since pain is a product of the brain, 
there are ways that your nervous system can be manipulated in order to reduce this perception. 
Some of these include altering the inflammatory process itself, increasing tolerance to pain/stretch, 
pain gate (distracting the pain), and endogenous opioids (natural pain killers) [Beardsley 2015]. 
 
So now that we know that the mechanisms behind foam rolling are primarily neurophysiological and 
transient how can we best take advantage of the modality? First off, there is evidence to show that 
peak forces post foam rolling are reduced [Monteiro 2017]. This would suggest holding off on foam 
rolling prior to exercise if you plan on doing high power movements. The data behind this, however, 
is controversial [Beardsley 2015].  
 
That being said, what we do know is there is a small window where you are able to take advantage 
of the changes brought about via foam rolling (20-30 minutes). If your objective is to improve range 
of motion long term, foam rolling must be followed up with exercises such as static stretching or 
strength training in order to maintain these changes [Beardsley 2015]. 
 
There is also good evidence to support reduced DOMS with foam rolling. Therefore, after a hard 
workout the use of a foam roller is supported in reducing perceived soreness. The mechanism for 
this, however, is largely unknown. 
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Table 3: Summary of misconceptions vs. reality. 
 

Misconceptions Reality 

I have to smash my tissue into oblivion over 
long periods of time before I will see 
improvement 

It can only take 4 sets, 45s each set, of 
moderate pressure on each area 

Improvements from foam rolling lasts hours to 
days 

Improvements from foam rolling las 20-30min 
before returning to prior levels 

Foam rolling will break up scar tissue It can’t 

Foam rolling only targets the tissue you’re 
working on  

The whole body responds 

Foam rolling will loosen up fascia such as my IT 
band and plantar fascia in my foot 

Foam rolling works best on muscle due to 
higher neurodensity 
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